SUBJECT: MARCH 25 CO-CHAIRMEN MEETING

SUMMARY: ROSCHIN SAID SMITH'S COMMENTS ON SEALED BEING REPORTED FULLY TO MOSCOW AND HE INDICATED HOPE BASIS FOR US-SOVIET AGREEMENT WOULD EMERGE. HE SUGGESTED US PRESENT COUNTER-DRAFT TO ARTICLE I. SMITH SAID HE BELIEVED IT NECESSARY AGREE FIRST ON WHAT AGREEMENT WOULD BAN; OTHERWISE ISSUES SUCH AS VERIFICATION WOULD BE HOPELESSLY COMPLICATED END SUMMARY.

AT MARCH 25 CO-CHAIRMEN MEETING SMITH SAID HE HAD INSTRUCTIONS BEGIN PRIVATE TALKS WITH SOVIET TO REDUCE AREAS OF DISAGREEMENT. HE THOUGHT THERE NO POINT IN DISCUSSING QUESTIONS LIKE VERIFICATION OR GEOGRAPHIC JURISDICTION UNTIL IT WAS SETTLED WHAT TREATY WOULD BAN. SMITH SAID THAT SOVIET DRAFT WOULD PREVENT WARSHIPS FROM ANCHORING OUTSIDE A 12-MILE ZONE AND ASKED WHETHER USSR ITSELF COULD ACCEPT SUCH A RESTRICTION. ROSCHIN AGREED THIS WOULD BE DIFFICULT FOR SOVIET NAVY BUT POINTED OUT THAT CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS WHICH COULD BE USED FOR DEFENSIVE PURPOSES SHOULD BE COVERED. HE ALSO AGREED TREATY SHOULD NOT BAN MILITARY COMMUNICATION WHICH.shared FACILITIES ON SEALED WITH CIVILIAN USES. ROSCHIN SAID SOVIETS PREPARED DISCUSS WHAT WOULD BE BANNED AND WOULD WELCOME COUNTER-DRAFT OF ARTICLE I FROM US. ROSCHIN SAID HE
UNDERSTOOD WE WOULD WISH TO CONSULT OUR ALLIES; JUST AS SOVIETS WOULD WANT TO CONSULT THEIRS, BUT BELIEVED BEST PROCEDURE TO OBTAIN AGREEMENT WAS TO FOLLOW NPT EXAMPLE OF CO-CHAIRMEN AGREEMENT, PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION IN ENDC, AND LATER PRESENTATION AT UNGA. HE RECOGNIZED IT UNLIKELY WE COULD REACH AGREEMENT DURING CURRENT ENDC SESSION, BUT CONSIDERED IT ESSENTIAL TO HAVE AGREEMENT AT SUMMER SESSION IN ORDER TO PRESENT, 24TH UNGA WITH CONCRETE ENDC ARMS CONTROL MEASURE.

SMITH REPLIED HE WOULD EXPLORER POSSIBILITIES FOR NEXT STEPS WHEN HE RETURNED TO WASHINGTON BUT HOPED US AND SOVIET DELS IN GENEVA WOULD CONTINUE EFFORTS NARROW DIFFERENCES.

SOVIETS RAISED QUESTION ABOUT GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE. SMITH REPLIED WE WERE THINKING MORE IN TERMS OF FIRST TWO APPROACHES MENTIONED IN HIS SPEECH. ROSCHCHIN SAID ISOBATH LIMIT WOULD RAISE QUESTIONS ABOUT CONTINENTAL SHELF AND RUN INTO COMPETING NATIONAL CLAIMS. SOVIET DRAFT DELIBERATELY WORDED TO AVOID THORNY CONTINENTAL SHELF PROBLEM. GRINEVSKY ADDED THAT SOVIETS DID NOT WISH TO PREJUDICE RESULTS OF A FUTURE LAW OF SEA CONFERENCE THROUGH PROVISIONS OF A SEABEDS ARMS CONTROL MEASURE.

SMITH ASKED WHETHER SOVIETS ENVISAGED THEIR DRAFT AS EXTENDING BAN TO SEA OF AZOV AND CASPIAN SEA. ROSCHCHIN REPLIED THAT BAN WOULD APPLY TO ALL OPEN SEAS, SUCH AS MEDITERRANEAN AND BLACK SEAS, BUT WOULD NOT APPLY TO CASPIAN SEA, WHICH IS CLOSED EXCEPT TO USSR AND IRAN. BY SAME ANALOGY BAN WOULD NOT APPLY TO GREAT LAKES, WHICH MATTER FOR US-CANADIAN DECISION.

ON VERIFICATION ISSUE SMITH SAID WE ENVISAGED APPROACH SIMILAR TO OUTER SPACE TREATY. IF BAN COVERED OTHER THAN WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION INSPECTION OF FACILITIES OF ALL NAVAL POWERS WOULD BE INVOLVED. IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO GET SOME DEGREE OF SATISFACTION THROUGH NATIONAL VERIFICATION OF A SEABEDS MEASURE IF DELIVERY VEHICLES FOR NUCLEAR AND MASS DESTRUCTION WEAPONS WERE WHAT ONE WAS LOOKING FOR, BUT IT INCONCEIVABLE HOW WE WOULD GO ABOUT VERIFYING OTHER MILITARY ACTIVITIES ON SEABED -- IF OUR OBJECTIVE IS TO HAVE REALISTIC AGREEMENT. ROSCHCHIN NOTED THIS WAS INTERESTING POINT AND AGAIN SUGGESTED US SUBMIT COUNTER-DRAFT ON ARTICLE I.
DURING LUNCHEON WHICH PRECEDED MEETING, SOVIETS COMPLAINED ABOUT ATTACKS AGAINST ENDC AND CO-CHAIRMEN AT UNGA. SOME OF SAME COUNTRIES WHICH USED TO HARANGUE US AND USSR ABOUT EASING EAST-WEST TENSIONS COMPLAIN ABOUT COOPERATION OF US AND USSR IN ARMS CONTROL FIELD. ROSSHCHIN INDICATED HE DID NOT KNOW HOW TO RESOLVE THIS PROBLEM OTHER THAN TO MAKE ENDC AS EFFECTIVE FORUM AS POSSIBLE. FOR THIS REASON HE HOPED WE COULD DEVELOP CONCRETE MEASURE BEFORE 24TH UNGA. HIS DELEGATION WOULD STAND READY DISCUSS MATTERS WITH OURS ON SAME BASIS WHICH SUCCESSFULLY PRODUCED COMPLICATED NPT PROJECT. SMITH RESPONDED THAT FISHER WOULD BE COMING OVER SOON AND OF COURSE GLESTEEN WOULD BE AVAILABLE AT ANY TIME.
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